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Abstract 

This is the test report for an early integration test designed to start confirming (but not to full 
verification level) the following requirements: DMS-REQ-0171 Summit to Base Network, DMS-REQ-017 
Summit to Base Network Availability, DMS-REQ-0173 Summit to Base Network Reliability, DMS-REQ-
0181 Base to Archive Network Availability and DMS-REQ-0182 Base to Archive Network Reliability. 
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The LSST Network Bandwidth Tests between Chile and 
the United States 

1 Introduction 

During the last several years, work has been undertaken to provide 100 Gbps links between Cerro 
Pachón, La Serena, and Santiago, Chile and Miami and Urbana-Champaign in the United States. This has 
been undertaken in collaboration with the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA) 
Red Universitaria Nacional (REUNA) the Chilean National Research and Education Network (NREN), 
Ampath of Florida International University, and the National Center for Supercomputing Applications 
(NCSA) at the University of Illinois, with funding from the Large Scale Synoptic Telescope (LSST) project. 

The infrastructure had evolved sufficiently in December 2017 for the first LSST digital data transfer 
demonstration to take place over LSST/AURA fiber optic networks from the Summit Site on Cerro 
Pachón, Chile to the Base Site in La Serena, Chile and on to the Archive Site at NCSA in Urbana-
Champaign. The major goal was to validate that the optical network and several NRENs along the 
network path, which is illustrated in Figure 1, were capable of transporting at least 40Gbps of traffic 
flows between these two sites 

 

Figure 1: LSST Demonstration Network Topology 

2 Configurations 

2.1 Cerro Pachón to La Serena 

AURA/LSST procured DWDM end nodes manufactured by Coriant to set up the connectivity between 
Cerro Pachón and La Serena with 200 Gbps Lambdas along with private dark fibers to provide the 
physical path. Note that the DWDM end nodes consist of multiple 10 Gbps client interface transceiver 
cards to multiplex into line bandwidths of Gigabit capacity between nodes. 

La Serena housed three Data Transfer Nodes (DTN) with dual 10 Gbps network interface cards (NIC). 
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These NICs were designed to be compatible with the 10 Gbps Client interface cards of the Coriant 
equipment. 

Although not an operational procedure, a loopback from La Serena DTNs to Cerro Pachón and return 
was configured in order to prove the full LSST data path from Summit to Archive. Figure 2 shows the 
effective loopback made between La Serena and Cerro Pachón for the end to end testing. 

2.2 La Serena to Santiago 

REUNA provided optical transport of OTU4 wavelengths by end nodes and private fibers with 100 Gbps 
capability between La Serena and Santiago. The dark fibers are owned by REUNA in a long term 
agreement with a national telecommunications cable operator.   In Santiago REUNA extend this OTU4 to 
the Level3 Point of Presence (PoP) over its optical metropolitan ring. 

2.3 Santiago to Miami 

Ampath, through the Amlight project, provided the connectivity from the Level 3 PoP in Santiago to 
Miami with 100 Gbps terrestrial and submarine links through Argentina and Brazil to the U.S. 

2.4 Miami to NCSA 

Ampath facilitated the connectivity through Florida Rail and Internet-2 to Chicago and finally the local 
network provider to NCSA. 

 

Figure 2: La Serena -Cerro Pachón Loopback 
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NCSA, as one end of the network, provisioned six DTNs with single 10 Gbps modules. 

3 Testing and Results  

The goal was to achieve a minimum of 40 Gbps end to end, up to a maximum 60 Gbps, with the test 
configuration that we had put in place.  Iperf3 was utilized to generate the sustained data rates.  Initial 
teething problems were encountered which required some days to troubleshoot and understand, but 
then the team was ready to perform the test. 

The limiting factor in obtaining an optimum capacity of 60 Gbps was discovered to be due to the NICs in 
the DTN machines. The processors were not capable of maintaining a constant 10 Gbps stream and in 
fact the best we could obtain was approximately 44 Gbps (6x7.5 Gbps) end to end, sustained over a 24-
hour period, as shown in Figure 3. However, that more than satisfied our expectations given the 
preliminary nature of the testing and the minimum cost spent to optimize the DTN configurations. 

 

Figure 3: Data transfer bandwidth utilization on the six 10 Gbps interfaces of AndesLight in Santiago 

4 Conclusions and Next Tests 

These tests proved that the network is not the limiting factor and with the properly specified end nodes 
95+Gbps should be achievable over the 100 Gbps links from Cerro Pachón to La Serena and La Serena to 
NCSA. 

Planning is underway to place a DTN with 100 Gbps network modules at NCSA and in La Serena. This will 
remove the limitations of the end nodes to produce the required stream of traffic in order to show that 
LSST can move the required amounts of data from the Base Center in La Serena to LST Data Facility (LDF) 
in NCSA.  Also, since these tests were carried out over the South American East coast fiber links, the 
same testing is required on the Pacific coast, when that route is stabilized with 100 Gbps circuits. 

Additionally, we need to change the network protocol from UDP to TCP testing, along with the required 
tuning of server and network device buffers to assess the maximum achievable bandwidth. 

Finally, much of the configuration, particularly on the La Serena and NCSA ends was temporary, given 
the early state of LSST Base Facility and LDF development. 
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LSST will continue to perform annual tests to increase their fidelity as analogs to the actual operational 
network.  As the actual operational facilities and equipment are deployed, the test equipment and DTNs 
will be replaced by the actual equipment in the tests, as we commission the network for LSST. 
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The LSST Network Bandwidth Tests between Chile and the United States

Introduction

During the last several years, work has been undertaken to provide 100 Gbps links between Cerro Pachón, La Serena, and Santiago, Chile and Miami and Urbana-Champaign in the United States. This has been undertaken in collaboration with the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA) Red Universitaria Nacional (REUNA) the Chilean National Research and Education Network (NREN), Ampath of Florida International University, and the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of Illinois, with funding from the Large Scale Synoptic Telescope (LSST) project.

The infrastructure had evolved sufficiently in December 2017 for the first LSST digital data transfer demonstration to take place over LSST/AURA fiber optic networks from the Summit Site on Cerro Pachón, Chile to the Base Site in La Serena, Chile and on to the Archive Site at NCSA in Urbana-Champaign. The major goal was to validate that the optical network and several NRENs along the network path, which is illustrated in Figure 1, were capable of transporting at least 40Gbps of traffic flows between these two sites



Figure 1: LSST Demonstration Network Topology

Configurations

Cerro Pachón to La Serena

AURA/LSST procured DWDM end nodes manufactured by Coriant to set up the connectivity between Cerro Pachón and La Serena with 200 Gbps Lambdas along with private dark fibers to provide the physical path. Note that the DWDM end nodes consist of multiple 10 Gbps client interface transceiver cards to multiplex into line bandwidths of Gigabit capacity between nodes.

La Serena housed three Data Transfer Nodes (DTN) with dual 10 Gbps network interface cards (NIC). These NICs were designed to be compatible with the 10 Gbps Client interface cards of the Coriant equipment.

 (
Figure 
2
: 
La Serena -Cerro Pachón Loopback
)Although not an operational procedure, a loopback from La Serena DTNs to Cerro Pachón and return was configured in order to prove the full LSST data path from Summit to Archive. Figure 2 shows the effective loopback made between La Serena and Cerro Pachón for the end to end testing.

La Serena to Santiago

REUNA provided optical transport of OTU4 wavelengths by end nodes and private fibers with 100 Gbps capability between La Serena and Santiago. The dark fibers are owned by REUNA in a long term agreement with a national telecommunications cable operator.   In Santiago REUNA extend this OTU4 to the Level3 Point of Presence (PoP) over its optical metropolitan ring.

Santiago to Miami

Ampath, through the Amlight project, provided the connectivity from the Level 3 PoP in Santiago to Miami with 100 Gbps terrestrial and submarine links through Argentina and Brazil to the U.S.

Miami to NCSA

Ampath facilitated the connectivity through Florida Rail and Internet-2 to Chicago and finally the local network provider to NCSA.



NCSA, as one end of the network, provisioned six DTNs with single 10 Gbps modules.

Testing and Results 

The goal was to achieve a minimum of 40 Gbps end to end, up to a maximum 60 Gbps, with the test configuration that we had put in place.  Iperf3 was utilized to generate the sustained data rates.  Initial teething problems were encountered which required some days to troubleshoot and understand, but then the team was ready to perform the test.

The limiting factor in obtaining an optimum capacity of 60 Gbps was discovered to be due to the NICs in the DTN machines. The processors were not capable of maintaining a constant 10 Gbps stream and in fact the best we could obtain was approximately 44 Gbps (6x7.5 Gbps) end to end, sustained over a 24-hour period, as shown in Figure 3. However, that more than satisfied our expectations given the preliminary nature of the testing and the minimum cost spent to optimize the DTN configurations.



Figure 3: Data transfer bandwidth utilization on the six 10 Gbps interfaces of AndesLight in Santiago

Conclusions and Next Tests

These tests proved that the network is not the limiting factor and with the properly specified end nodes 95+Gbps should be achievable over the 100 Gbps links from Cerro Pachón to La Serena and La Serena to NCSA.

Planning is underway to place a DTN with 100 Gbps network modules at NCSA and in La Serena. This will remove the limitations of the end nodes to produce the required stream of traffic in order to show that LSST can move the required amounts of data from the Base Center in La Serena to LST Data Facility (LDF) in NCSA.  Also, since these tests were carried out over the South American East coast fiber links, the same testing is required on the Pacific coast, when that route is stabilized with 100 Gbps circuits.

Additionally, we need to change the network protocol from UDP to TCP testing, along with the required tuning of server and network device buffers to assess the maximum achievable bandwidth.

Finally, much of the configuration, particularly on the La Serena and NCSA ends was temporary, given the early state of LSST Base Facility and LDF development.

LSST will continue to perform annual tests to increase their fidelity as analogs to the actual operational network.  As the actual operational facilities and equipment are deployed, the test equipment and DTNs will be replaced by the actual equipment in the tests, as we commission the network for LSST.
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